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element
A responsible approach to defining office space

recycled

lightweight

Lucia ‘second nature’ fabric is made from
100% recycled raw materials, consisting
of post-industrial waste polyester created
during the manufacture of polyester yarn. This
reduces landfill and means no virgin fibre from
non-renewable petroleum sources are used.

Made of durable, lightweight aluminium, the
frame assists in cutting down on transport
costs and fuel consumption. Aluminium can
also be recycled at the end of the products
working life.

element
A responsible approach to defining office space

A sustainable range, element™ will
maximise your space but minimise
your impact on the environment.

strong

cleaner

A lightweight core constructed from 100%
recycled cardboard, re-formed into a
honeycomb pattern which gives tremendous
strength and rigidity. An added benefit is that
its lighter nature reduces transport costs
resulting in greater fuel economy.

All paint and glues used in its construction
are water-based, resulting in less chemicals
down the drain and a healthier workplace.

Small changes matter.
Choosing element™
makes a big difference.
100% recycled cardboard
core and panel face
100% recycled raw material
fabric panel skin
lightweight aluminium frame
manufactured using
waterbased glues and paints
– overspray is captured and
recycled
recycled ABS plastic caps
recyclable steel brackets

It seems wherever you turn these days there’s
talk about the environment. You can hardly switch
on the TV or radio without hearing about climate
change, sustainable economics and what you can
do to make a difference to the planet.
Business is facing complex economic and
environmental expectations and challenges.
But corporate social responsibility, carbon
footprinting and sustainable development are
more than just buzz words, they’re the new
drivers for tomorrow’s business.
Buying greener products like element™ makes
good business sense too. You won’t only be
reducing your carbon footprint, but creating
a healthier staff environment and investing
in quality craftsmanship that lasts.

element

Simple changes to
the way we work
Screen Solutions have come up with a big
idea for a big problem. Designed specifically
to reduce the carbon footprint of your office,
yet still incorporating cutting edge design,
element™ is the innovation you’ve been
waiting for.
As with all our products, element™ is
designed and built to be versatile and
develop with your needs. It is easy to
install and re-configure and comes available
as desk-mounted or floor-standing, allowing
for considerable flexibility when planning
a layout. There’s no compromise in quality
either, just because its kinder to the
environment.
A range of accessory trays and pen pots is
also available to help organise your vertical
space, they simply slide into the top edge
of the screen. The screen is fully pinnable
for fixing papers and photos.
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Commited to sustainability

element™
Cardboard core
Cardboard panel face
Fabric skin
Aluminium frame
ABS plastic caps
Steel brackets

Careful consideration has gone into
designing element™, from the sourcing
of materials through to the processes used
its manufacture. It is the first in a line of
exciting new ‘green’ products developed
and manufactured by Screen Solutions under
our re-live™ programme. Buying from the
re-live™ range guarantees you are making
an investment in high quality, sustainably
produced office solutions, in turn creating
a better environment for all.
As ‘green’ technology develops and our
understanding of sustainability and the
environment grows, so our design and
manufacturing processes will evolve, and
grow to meet those needs. We need to
be sure we were producing products that
have minimum impact on the environment.
And we know you need that reassurance too.
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Choosing
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recycled
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100% recycled material
Minimum 50% recycled material
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Links

Robust mechanical linking for easily adjusted configurations – caps removed to illustrate section detail.
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Printed on recycled paper using vegetable based inks

With element™ you can make space to…

…inspire

…protect

…create

…organise

How does using screens make a difference?
Offices gain the following benefits when using screens.
• Screens are flexible space dividers and
define a users’ territory
• They create visual privacy thereby limiting
visual distractions from the surrounding
area. Various degrees of privacy are
achievable depending on the height of the
screen and amount of visual and audible
communication required.

• Acoustically screens block noise by
limiting sound waves travelling around
open plan offices. This in turn creates a
more comfortable acoustic environment
giving better levels of privacy and
intelligibility.
• Free-standing screens can be used to
separate break-out spaces from work
areas.
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• On a larger scale, they create flexible
departments within open plan offices,
ranging from team areas through to
individual office spaces
• They increase working area by making
use of the ‘3rd dimension’. Basically
this means items can be organised
vertically on trays and holders attached
to the screen.
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